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2018-19 meal plans updated

Changes include 105-swipe commuter plan, more dining dollars for residents
BY ELLEN SIEFKE
Managing Editor
Students will see a number
of changes to their on-campus dining options for the
2018-19 school year. Among
those will be adjustments to
meal plans for both commuters and residents.
For
commuters,
a
105-swipe plan has been
added to the 80-, 40-, and
25-swipe options. All four
plans will still offer $150 in
dining dollars. Residents will
have two options: Xavier Blue
and Xavier Silver. Both offer
unlimited swipes, and the only
difference is in the number of
dining dollars. The Blue plan
includes $400, while the Silver plan includes $200.
According to Assistant
Vice President for Auxiliary
Services Dr. Jude Kiah, the
purpose of the new 105-swipe
option for commuters is to
give them more flexibility. He
explained that the Auxiliary Services staff had noticed
that students with 80 swipes
would often run out before the
end of the semester.

As for the options for residents, gone is the Xavier
White, or 225-swipe plan,
which offers roughly two
swipes per day. Kiah said
there were two reasons for
this. First, the 225 plan, even
though it cost less per semester, cost as much as $2 more
per meal. Second, it meant
that students had to either eat
in the caf only twice a day or
otherwise buy food.
“If you eat 225, you literally can’t eat three meals a day,
seven days a week, and I didn’t
think that was fair,” Kiah said,
“especially given the fact that
it looks cheaper, but it’s like
going to the store and buying
the cheapest ketchup that is
really way more expensive per
ounce, and I just didn’t think
that was fair. We all didn’t
think that was fair.
“We have been trying to
create an environment (in
the caf) where students can
make good choices about what
they eat. They don’t have to
binge — you know, like ‘I have
to get as much food as I can
right now because I’m using
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The meal plans for the 2018-19 academic year will include the addition of a 105-meal swipe plan for commuters.
Residents will be able to choose between two plans with unlimited swipes, Xavier Blue and Xavier Silver.

this swipe.’ An unlimited system allows them free access to
Hoff as many times a day as
they want.”
The increase in dining
dollars for residents — from
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Among the changes to meal plans for residents is an increase in dining dollars. The two options will offer $400
and $200 for students to use. Dining dollars can be spent at on-campus retailers like Currito and Starbucks.

$100 and $250 to $200 and
$400 — also aims for greater
flexibility. Kiah explained that
an audit in the fall showed students had used more than 50
percent of their dining dollars during the first five weeks
of the semester. Retailers saw
this reflected in a sales boom
followed by a sharp drop-off.
Without enough dining
dollars for the remainder of
the semester, Kiah said, students then would have to eat
at the caf more frequently.
“I think we’re a national
class of food operation. However, I don’t care where you
eat that’s national class. If you
ate there for 10 months every
day, and that’s all you ever
ate, you’d get pretty tired of
it,” Kiah said. “And so the idea
of a good retail program is to
enrich our residential plan so
that people feel (like they can

eat at) different places, different food, different options, to
keep things fresh.”
Additionally, Kiah explained, there are currently
more students with meal plans
than Hoff can accommodate
at any given time. Therefore,
the increase in dining dollars
seeks both to avoid menu fatigue as well as ease congestion in the caf.
“The building isn’t going
anywhere,” Kiah said. “We’re
not just going to blow it up
and build another one, so we
need to have a program which
does the enrichment and certainly provides the value and
variety that students want,
and then secondly, we need to
basically give people attractive enough options so that
they will eat somewhere else
because frankly, we have a limited space in Hoff.”
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Xavier’s Montessori Lab
School is adding a middle school and another
elementary classroom

Trevon Bluiett became
the fifth player in Xavier
history to notch 2,000
career points

Jack Dunn offers a
guide to Fortnite, a free
game where players
fight to survive

Cook up some easy,
dorm-friendly Super
Bowl snacks perfect for
your Sunday festivities
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Montessori expanding enrollment
Montessori Lab School additions make way for more students this August
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Xavier’s Montessori Lab School is expanding. These changes, including the addition of a middle school and an new elementary classroom, will increase the number of spots for students.

BY ALEX ACKERMAN
Guest Writer

The Xavier University Montessori Lab School
(XUMLS) is expanding to include a middle school and an
additional elementary classroom beginning in August.
As an international leader in Montessori education,
the XUMLS’s middle school
will consist of a seventh and
eighth grade classroom, as
well as an additional Lower
Elementary Montessori classroom for first through third
grade.
Previously, XUMLS had
two classrooms for 3-to-6year-olds but only one classroom for 6-to-9-year-olds. Because of the limited available
spots, a lottery system determined which students could
continue their education at
the lab school.

Tweets
of the
Week

Provost Dr. Melissa Baummann, Dean of the College
of Professional Sciences Dr.
Paul Gore and Director of
the Montessori Institute Dr.
Lesley Roth created the proposal for an additional classroom for students ages 6 to
9. Its approval means that
the lottery system will be removed.
Rosemary Quaranta, the
principal of the lab school,
said the faculty is “elated”
about the expansion. The
middle school will allow children to continue their Montessori education until high
school.
Montessori education was
pioneered by Maria Montessori and is based on education
of the whole child. There are
four basic aspects of a child
that Montessori education
seeks to develop social/emo-

tional development, physical
development, cognitive development and self-development.
Self-development can also
be described as executive
functioning, where responsibility, collaboration and independence are fostered in an
interactive learning environment.
At every age, teachers seek
to reinforce these basic needs
through the materials utilized
in the classroom.
Montessori education focuses on using “didactic materials” to connect information to students’ long-term
memory and understanding
of concepts. Quaranta emphasized the importance of these
materials in helping students
move from the concrete to the
abstract.
Teachers at XUMLS act as

guides between the child and
the materials, but the materials serve as the teachers as
well.
According to Quaranta, the
hands-on approach to learning in a “prepared environment” is the “key to deep understanding.”
Through repetition of
material, students are able to
deepen their learning. The
core values of the Montessori
Institute include trust, reflection, investigation, inspiration
and service.
Teachers integrate these
ideals by connecting disciplines and initiating community outreach. Quaranta said
that through an integrated
and multi-layered curriculum, teachers hope to enable
students to be “active seekers
of knowledge” not isolated in
a classroom but as part of a

larger community.
The XUMLS functions as
a lab school during the day
but also hosts multiple departments besides Montessori Education. The Montessori Institute allows for
observations, internships and
field experiences for a wide
range of disciplines.
In addition, the school’s
classrooms are used for adult
education classes.
Not only is the XUMLS an
international leader in Montessori education, but Cincinnati is also a leader in offering
Montessori public schools,
including elementary, junior
high and high schools.
According to Quaranta,
this “rich history of providing
authentic Montessori education” is tied to the XUMLS
commitment to “educate and
transform.”
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Alum kicks off her state campaign
BY RYAN KAMBICH
Copy Editor

A Xavier alum and a current undergraduate will be
hitting the campaign trail
close to home in 2018.
State Representative Brigid
Kelly graduated from Xavier
in 2005 and currently represents Norwood and parts
of Cincinnati surrounding the
university in the Ohio House
of Representatives.
She kicked off her re-election campaign for Ohio’s
31st District on Monday at
MadTree Brewing Company
in Oakley. She gave a speech
about women’s rights and
consumer protections after
being introduced by Cincinnati Mayor John Cranley.
Kelly, a former union representative from Norwood, was
first elected to the Statehouse
in 2016 and has climbed the
ranks quickly. She was named
assistant whip for the Democratic party in the House of
Representatives in December
and she sits on five committees.
She worked on a number of
legislative endeavours during
that time, most notably introducing bipartisan legislation
to repeal Ohio’s “pink tax” on
feminine hygiene products.
She was elected to serve on
the Norwood City Council
prior to that, just one year after graduating from Xavier.
She will not be the only
member of the Xavier community involved in this race.
Her campaign manager, Alex
Hale, is a senior Philosophy,
Politics and the Public major

Newswire photo by Ryan Kambich

Xavier alum Brigid Kelly (right) kicked off her re-election campaign on Monday, giving a speech about women’s rights next to Mayor John Cranley (left).

who has worked with Kelly in
the past.
At the kickoff, Hale explained how he got the nod
to direct such a large political
campaign.
“Initially, during my sophomore PPP campaign (a requirement for graduation
from the program) I was
placed with Bob Kelly, her father, and through that I was

introduced to Brigid and immediately really liked her,”
Hale said. “From there I
started working a little bit on
her primary (campaign) but
mainly on her general election
(campaign) in 2016.”
Hale went on to discuss his
optimism for the campaign to
come throughout the next 11
months.
“We feel confident,” Hale

said. “In general we hope that
Democrats turn out to vote
and that it will be a ‘wave year’
for Democrats, especially as
a reaction against President
Trump. We are very confident
and hopeful that she’ll be able
to serve again and continue
serving the people of Ohio
who have already placed a
great deal of trust in her.”
When asked what it was

like to be an undergraduate running a political campaign, Hale cracked a smile.
“It’s really an honor,” he said.
“It’s particularly nice because
I’ve known Brigid for a long
time...It’s just a real honor to
be in this position and to have
these connections. I’m just
grateful.”
The 2018 general election
will take place on Nov. 6.

SAC plans Black and White Semi-Formal Dance
BY BRITTANY WELLS
Staff Writer
School dances seem to be a
thing of the past, except the
annual Boat Dance. However,
last Thursday tickets went
on sale for a different Xavier
dance.
The line curled a full circle
around the entire first floor
of Gallagher Student Center
(GSC), folding back and forth
in Arrupe Overlook as more
than 300 people waited for
free tickets to the semi-formal black-and-white-themed
dance.
Student Activities Council
(SAC) will be hosting the free
dance in the Cintas Center
banquet hall on Feb. 9.
“We love hosting the Boat
Dance in the fall and have
considered the idea of hosting
another formal dance during
the spring semester,” junior
SAC Entertainment Committee Chair Kyle Gilliam said.
“Our board this year really
wanted to see it happen and it
just followed from there.”
First-year Rachel James
was caught in a gray area on
whether or not she wanted to
attend the occassion.
“At first, I wanted to skip
class because I knew the wait

for getting tickets would be
long,” James said. “However,
I decided against that decision
and ran to the GSC immediately after my last class.”
James received her tickets
after only half an hour, but
many students came much
earlier than her.
“Since this is the first
semi-formal in years, we
wanted it to be classy but simple and we felt that black and
white is something many students would be able to work
with,” Gilliam said. “(However), there’s no dress code
and we encourage students to
dress in whatever makes them
feel comfortable.”
As for the future of this
dance or dances like it, Gilliam said SAC would like to
see it become an annual event,
but it all depends on student
reception.
“We do our best to plan
events our student body will
enjoy, and are hopeful they’ll
have a great time on the
ninth,” Gilliam said.
James thinks the semi-formal will turn into an annual event just like the Boat
Dance.
“I’ve always loved dances, ever since I was a toddler,
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Student Activities Council is adding another dance to its acitivities, but this time it’s on land and tickets are free.

so going to formal dances is
probably my favorite event,”
James said. “I’m mostly excited for dancing even though

a good excuse to get all
glammed up isn’t bad either.
I am so pumped to see my
friends at the dance as well as

the chance to see my boyfriend
who goes to another school
get the opportunity to dance
the night away with me.”
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Olympic doctor sentenced for life

Larry Nassar will spend up to 175 years in prison for serial child molestation
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BY HEATHER GAST
Staff Writer

example for others,” junior
Maryn McCarty, vice presFormer USA Gymnastics ident of Xavier Students
(USAG) Olympic team doc- Against Sexual Assault (XSAtor and Michigan State Uni- SA) said. “She lets the vicversity (MSU) osteopathic tims know how strong they
physician Larry Nassar was were for speaking in court
sentenced 40 to 175 years on and standing up to him — her
Jan. 22, after pleading guilty courage means a lot for surto 10 cases of
vivors, and she
first-deg ree “I think that the absolutely gave
criminal sex- judge that senno
sympathy
ual
contact
to
that
terrible
tenced Nassar
with children
man.”
under
the is a great examNassar joined
age of 16, ple for others...
the
medical
according to She lets the vic- staff of USAG
BBC. Nassar
1986 and betims know how in
will serve his
gan working at
sentence af- strong they were MSU in 1987
ter he com- for speaking in
as an athletic
pletes a 60 court and stand- trainer. The first
year sentence
of
ing up to him— allegation
he received
sexual assault
in December her courage
against
him
for possession means a lot for
was reported to
of more than survivors...”
MSU in 1992.
3,700 images
It appears that
of child porthe first time MSU’s Title IX
nography and a video that office thoroughly investigated
involved Nassar himself mo- an allegation against Nassar
lesting a child, according to was in 2014, although he was
Time.
not dismissed until 2016.
Judge Rosemary AquiliCNN reported that MSU is
ana provided seven days for currently undergoing a maswomen victimized by Nassar sive investigation commisto speak in court before issu- sioned by Michigan’s attoring his sentence. Overall, 156 ney general to uncover why
women, from Olympic gold the university did not follow
medalists Aly Raisman and through with accusations
Jordyn Wieber to 15-year-old against him for more than 20
gymnast Emma Ann Mill- years.
er, testified against Nassar in
ESPN reported that USAG,
court.
the national governing body
“I think that the judge that for gymnastics in the U.S.,
sentenced Nassar is a great was accused of covering up

for Nassar before they cut ties
with him in 2015. Renowned
gold medal winning gymnast
McKayla Maroney filed a
lawsuit in December against
USAG and the United States
Olympic Committee (USOC)
accusing the organizations
of bribing her to prevent her
story of sexual abuse from
reaching the public. USOC denied involvement, placing the
blame on USAG.
On Saturday, USOC demanded that all members
of the board of directors of
USAG resign, and USAG has
complied, according to The
Washington Post.
In the wake of Nassar’s
court case, assault survivors,
judges and commentators
alike have speculated as to
how Nassar was able to as-

sault so many individuals for
nearly 30 years.
Nassar was a renowned
physician throughout athletics. During her testimony in
court, gymnast Jade Capua
recalled that Nassar was described to her family as “...a
miracle worker. He can fix
anyone or anything.”
The first survivor to publicly speak out against Nassar,
Rachel Denhollander, blame
MSU staff when she spoke to
Fox news.
“We were silenced,” Denhollander said. “We were
mocked, and our abuser was
told time and time again, ‘I’m
on your side.’ That gives me
all I need to see how Nassar
preyed on women and little
girls for so many years.”
As for USAG, Nassar was

on the board of USOC that
created the safeguards to protect athletes from predators
such as himself.
McCarty also expressed
disbelief at how the situation
was able to get as far as it did
without Nassar receiving any
prior punishment.
“I’m just trying to figure
out how higher-up people in
the gymnastics community
knew about this and didn’t
say anything,” McCarty said,
“especially when so many children were involved.”
Olympic
medal-winning
gymnasts Mattie Lawson included in her testimony and
Gabby Douglas has written
on her Instagram that the extremely competitive environment of USAG was a factor in
their silence.

Want to write for an
award-winning publication?
‘Cause we won some awards.
And we really need writers.
(Please write for U.S. & World. I have no one since Savin left)
(Also, Campus News. We kinda just need people all-around)
Email us at newswire@xavier.edu

U.S. & World News

@xaviernewswire
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Bundy brought back by Zac Efron
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New biopic following the life of the famed serial killer is being filmed locally
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BY SOONDOS MULLA-OSSMAN eyes of his girlfriend Eliza- Fort Thomas: a church and a double major, reacted posiCopy Editor
beth Kloepfer, played by Lily house. 70s-style cars line one tively to the news and comThe Northern Kentucky
and Cincinnati communities
are getting a taste of Hollywood through the filming
of Extremely Wicked, Shockingly Evil and Vile. Starring
Zac Efron as serial killer Ted
Bundy, the movie is expected
to be a biopic about the life
of the criminal through the

Collins. Bundy hid his killing
spree from her while she lived
with him for many years.
Multiple movie sets have
appeared in seemingly normal locations, such as Pepper
Pod restaurant in Newport
and the Clermont County
Jail. A majority will be filmed
at two particular locations in

of the streets used for filming,
and residents in the area are
allowed to pass through on
the condition that they sign
a non-disclosure agreement.
They cannot, for example,
share photos of the set.
Alek Barbour, a Digital Innovation Film & Television
(DIFT) and political science

   
Jan. 23, 1:24 p.m. — A
student who continues to
park on University Drive
and has repeated parking
violations was referred to
the code of conduct.
Jan. 24, 7:54 p.m. — A
patron who was extremely intoxicated at the men’s
basketball game was escorted out of the building
and asked not to return.
Jan. 24, 8:54 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search at Buenger Hall.
Drug paraphernalia and
three fictitious IDs were
confiscated. Residence Life
will follow up.
Jan. 25, 12:37 a.m. —
Three students observed
on Hayden Field ran away
from officers when asked to
stop. they eventually did,
and were identified and referred to the code of con-

  





Life is a HIGHway
Jan. 28, 4:00 p.m. — Ohio
State Highway Patrol informed Xavier Police that
two students were arrested for possession of
drugs, alcohol, fictitious
IDs and speeding while
on a road trip to Bowling
Green University. Residence Life was notified.
duct process.
Jan. 26, 1:30 p.m. — A
student reported their ALL
card missing and $10 in unauthorized purchases from vending machines were recorded.
Xavier Police is investigating.
Jan. 26, 11:48 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Physi-

cal Plant in investigating a
water leak in Hoff Dining
Commons. A broken water
line caused moderate flooding which was immediately
repaired and cleaned up.
Jan. 27, 1:15 a.m. —
Cincinnati Police informed
Xavier Police that an underage intoxicated student had
been arrested on Linwood
Avenue in Mount Lookout
Square for underage consumption and possession of
a fictitious ID.

pared it to his own experience.
“(Nick Jonas) was in my
room,” Barbour said, explaining that some of the shots
in the movie Goat occurred
in what is now his room in
Brockman Hall.
Lynn Meyers, Xavier faculty, is the casting director
for the upcoming film as well

as past Cincinnati films such
as Carol, Miles Ahead and The
Killing of a Sacred Deer.
“I think it’s exciting. One
of my friends is gonna get to
be an extra in it. She just googled ‘extra in Zac Efron Ted
Bundy movie,” sophomore
DIFT major Sam Flesh said.
She had to submit a photo
of herself wearing her “best
1960s outfit,” according to
WLWT5, to be cast.
DIFT professor Kyle Howland believes the influx of
films shot in the Cincinnati
area are a “tremendous asset
to the community... When a
big time contract comes in,
like a Ted Bundy movie, that
could make a whole person’s
career.”
Howland emphasized the
significance of giving the
community access to the Hollywood exposure, networking
and revenue from paying locals for their participation and
reserved spaces.
“They come to town, they
don’t have the biggest budget
in the world, so they need to
hire college students to come
work on these films,” Howland said, “and it gives college
students exposure to what it’s
like to work in a Hollywood
film, and ultimately it will
help boost their career.”
Filming is expected to continue into February, and Meyers posts updates to casting
needs on her Facebook page.

Week in review

What you may have missed
 A Tennessee man was arrested after his car flipped
five times. The man
claimed “Jesus was calling him and advised him
to let go of the wheel”
(Jan. 23).
 The actor who wore the
Barney costume from
1991 to 2002 has been
working as a tantric
sex guru who believes a
blissful state can only be
achieved through unprotected sex (Jan. 24).
 Drug cartel boss “El Chapo” has asked for the jurors in his trial not to be

kept anonymous because
he promises to not kill
any of them (Jan. 25).
 A Norwegian plane had
to turn around after take
off because of an issue
with the toilet, despite
there being 84 plumbers
on board (Jan. 28).
 Ferry McFerryface, an
Australian ferry, was
revealed to have been
named not by popular
vote as was claimed, but
by the transport minister. It was supposed to be
named after Ian Kiernan
(Jan. 30).

Jan. 27, 1:37 a.m. —
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue
transported an underage
intoxicated student to Good
Samaritan Hospital for possible alcohol poisoning.
Jan. 28, 1:39 a.m. —
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue
transported an underage
intoxicated student to Good
Samaritan Hospital for possible alcohol poisoning.
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Self-selected leaders are not leaders

When you are entrusted with a leadership or representative position, it’s a
good feeling. It’s a sign that
a person or a group of people trusts you enough to lead
their efforts toward a goal
or represent their interests,
whatever those may be. Make
no mistake, it is a privilege to
have that kind of trust, and I
would say there is an inherent
duty for you not to let them
down in your role.
There are two primary
ways leaders and representa-

Colin Lang is a junior History and Philosophy, Politics and the
Public double major. He
is a staff writer for the
Newswire from Westlake, Ohio.

tives are selected in a democratic society like ours: group
affirmation through election
or appointment by a higher authority. When doing a
group project, we can pick a
leader (affirmation) or we can
have one picked by a professor
or boss (appointment).
However, since reaching
Xavier I have come across a
trend of self-appointed leaders and representatives who
claim to speak for the entirety
of a group of people but have
little to no proof that they actually are valid speakers for
that group. They begin by
identifying what group they
are speaking for and then state
their opinion as if it were the
opinion of the whole group.
This is emphatically wrong,
and I would argue that these
leaders and representatives
are not only invalid but also
committing an injustice toward the group they are trying to represent.
So what does this look like?
If you’ve ever been in a class
where someone has said “As
a (group identity), I think

that…” then you know exactly
what I’m talking about. What
inevitably follows those statements are typically the opinions of the person speaking,
not the true goals or interests
of the group for which they
claim to speak. This is wrong
for multiple reasons.
First and foremost, this is a
prejudicial way of thinking. I
mean “prejudicial” in the most
literal sense of the word:
pre-judging something without an in-depth understanding. Now, I’m certain that
most people who speak like
this are not intending to use
or employ prejudicial thinking, but it’s important to be
aware of the implications of
speaking like this.
This way of speaking implies that the entirety of a
group thinks and believes the
same way as the supposed
representative about a topic
by virtue of belonging to the
same group. Think about that
for a moment. One of the core
assumptions of discriminatory
and prejudicial mindsets like
racism or sexism is that the

I’m not special, neither are you
Rejection letters. Wait- tucked away in the crevices of
lists. Unanswered emails. No unreality and tapped into for
callbacks. I’d like to think we the sole purpose of instilling
all have our egos fed at one dopamine-born glimmers of
point. We probably some- hope, will tear you down more
times tell ourselves, at least than it would build you up.
subconsciously, that we have a
I was one hell of a cocky
faint shot at succeeding in the kid. I went to a super small
things we attempt. One per- private school in which havson will look at you or your ing blue eyes was a complete
application and
anomaly because
see the “special” All the special
of student dething in you. treatment, all
mographics, and
They’ll pluck
yours truly hapyou specifically the praise, I
pened to have
from the trash soaked it up.
them. I often got
heap, not the
on
I became con- compliments
other Joes, behow pretty they
cause
they’ll vinced that
were. What else
see that one re- there was no
could I have
deeming thing
felt other than
you see in your- way I could get a little special?
self—the thing turned down
To make things
that makes you
even better, I’m
from things.
stand out.
left-handed—
It’s a baseeven
though
less, arrogant and futile belief. there is no known history of
First of all, that “one special that occurring in my family.
thing” you might see in your- This alone came with all sorts
self doesn’t exist. Allowing of perks—having special reyourself to believe that it versed desks just for me, spedoes, even with that thought cial scissors and special assis-

tant teachers who would come
to me during physical education classes and demonstrate
to me the mirrored version of
what the actual teacher was
doing.
It was great. It was awful.
It was both. I had been wanting to pursue some sort of
creative career for as long as
I can remember, and a belief
that had been widely popular for a long time is that
left-handed people are “more
creative.” I also had pretty notable ADHD until about puberty. It made me feel like an
outright Percy Jackson character when my middle school
language arts teacher encouraged me by saying that kids
with ADHD were very gifted
in creativity.
The thing is, I believed
it—I believed everything. All
the special treatment, all the
praise, I soaked it up. I became
convinced that there was no
way I could get turned down
in anything. I would be that
one prodigious prospect, and
rejection letters would be
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individuals who make up the likely have a fact that is worth
different races and sexes are paying attention to. However,
all monolithic and cannot hold without that support, all they
complex and diverse beliefs have is their own opinion masor opinions. Using this group querading as a fact.
identification
The third
confirms
a We human beings and final point
core assumpis
simplest:
tion for those are individuals
We
human
discriminato- capable of makbeings are inry and prejudividuals cadicial mind- ing choices for
pable of maksets: that all ourselves, includ- ing
choices
people in a ing the choice of
for ourselves,
certain racial,
including the
gender, socio- who we want to
choice of who
economic, etc. represent us.
we want to
group think
represent us.
and act the
Someone who
same because they are a part assumes they can represent
of said group. That is wrong others simply because they
beyond all reason.
share skin color, gender, etc.
Second, they are almost al- is wholly wrong and should be
ways expressing an opinion. disregarded.
Opinions are a great thing
Being elected a leader or
to have, but they don’t hold representative is an honor and
the same value of standing privilege beyond all measure.
as a fact. If someone says “As We cannot, and should not, ala (group identity), I think low someone to be a pretendthat…” and then follows it er to that honor. So stand for
with a statistic or with a rep- yourself, your principles and
resentative sampling of that your dreams. Don’t let somepopulation, then they would one else assume that role.
mere distant fairytales to me.
I would achieve the things I
tried because the existence
of my “natural gifts” meant I
was entitled to have positions
and fame handed to me. I was
supposed to get them, and if I
didn’t, it was wrong. It was a
mistake on their part.
As I found out the hard
way, this had all been my single grandest self-delusion.
My traits are nothing. My
conditions are nothing. Every bit about every one of my
circumstances is nothing. It’s
good for them to be nothing,
and they should remain nothing, because they all mean
nothing by themselves.
A $5,000 treadmill will do
nothing for you if you don’t
step onto it and jack that speed
up to your limit. I used my
“natural gifts” as an excuse for
me to rarely practice and challenge myself. I would tell myself I didn’t need to spend as
much time on those things as
other people because I already
had what it took. I was already
better than everyone else.
This logic is clearly fatally
flawed for many reasons, but it
was especially self-destructive

because it meant that I would
never have any hope of reaching my full potential.
If you want to get noticed,
if you want to get recognized,
throw your entitled delusions
out the window, put on your
gloves and work your ass off
just like everyone else who
want what you want just as
much as you do—if not more.
I’m not inherently special,
and neither are you, but with
enough dedication, you just
might prove yourself.
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My pleasures are not guilty

According
to
Merri- ty TV show is exaggeration.
am-Webster
Dictionary’s KUWTK is just doing its
definition, a “guilty pleasure” job. Plus, the show itself has
is typically a movie, television been a success for more than
program or piece of music over 10 years, making it the
that one enjoys despite feeling longest running reality telethat it is not generally held in vision show in history and
high regard by society.
there is no sign of it ending
I enjoy spending my nights now. It has also received sevin eating junk food and watch- eral viewership awards. If
ing Keeping Up with the Kar- KUWTK is so bad, why is it
dashians (KUWTK) until I fall so successful?
asleep. Almost everyone has
Every Tuesday morning
witnessed the influence this before my day begins I’ll sit
family has on social culture, in bed and watch the latest
especially in the U.S. KU- episode of The Bachelor. This
WTK has received countless show has created a sub-culcomplaints from critics who ture around the world. Most
claim the show is “trash,” major countries have their
“unintelligent”
own
version
and
“overly
of The Bachelor
exaggerated.”
and The BachAfter the first
elorette. In adtwo
regular
dition, several
comments are
other
dating
subjective
in
TV shows have
nature.
The
hit networks aflast, I don’t
ter witnessing
see why peothe success of
ple considered
The Bachelor/
Abrena Rowe is a seit a bash on
Bachelorette senior psychology major
and the Opinions and
the show. It’s
ries. This show
Editorials Editor for
a reality TV
has created sucNewswire from Cinshow, and the
cessful spinoffs,
cinnati.
selling point
such as Bacheof any realilor in Paradise,
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and draws millions of viewers
each week. People are so invested in the storyline of this
show they will create brackets, similar to those for March
Madness.
Bachelor-related
topics tend to trend on social
media sites the nights when
the show airs. If the Bachelor/Bachelorette series is not a
“respectable” interest, why are
there so many people tuning
in every week?
If you know me at all you
know I am a HUGE fan of
One Direction (1D). And yes,
I am still a fan even though
the band is no longer together. I have a tattoo to prove it.
One Direction was one of the
world’s most successful boy
bands since The Beatles.
During the five years of
they were active, 1D had four
sold-out headlining tours
(three of them being stadium/
arena tours), five chart-topping albums in 30+ countries,
countless awards and an absurd amount of merchandise.
Even after losing a member
the band still broke records
and continued to win over the
hearts of males and females
alike throughout the world.
How then, can a music group

this successful not be “general- Entertainment that is targetly held in high regard?”
ed toward women is generally
So what do all three of considered a “waste of time.”
these forms of entertainment Just because the main target
have in common, other than group for a facet of media is
being considtoward womered “guilty” When was the
en does not
pleasures?
make it “not
The main au- last time somegenerally held
dience for all one said in a
in high rethree are wom- whisper, “Gosh,
gard.” Our soen. When was
ciety has conthe last time don’t tell anyone, ditioned us to
someone said but I spent all
believe that
in a whisper,
things typi“Gosh, don’t Sunday watching cally enjoyed
tell
anyone, football. Embar- by women are
but I spent all
to
rassing, I know.” supposed
Sunday watchbe considered
ing football.
“guilty” pleaEmbarrassing, I know.” Or sures.
someone criticized another for
I listen to more than pop
keeping up on modern politics boy bands, and even if that was
and policy? And best of all, the only thing coming out my
when was the last time some- speakers, that does not mean
one belittled your taste in I have bad taste in music. I do
music when they raved about not have bad taste in television
the new Beatles vinyl they shows, and I do not think repicked up? Well, I personally ality TV is real. Why can’t we
have never heard any of these just let other people live their
whispers throughout my life.
lives the way they want? Why
I’m not here to critique do we have to be so quick to
anything someone finds en- judge others’ interests just
joyable. But I am here to point because they don’t fall in line
out how sexism seeps into with what we consider to be
every aspect of our culture. “respectable” interests?

There are no more excuses for
sexual assault. The spotlight is
on this issue around the world,
in pop culture and right here at
Xavier. After a non-consensual
sexual experience, confusion
and powerlessness are normal

emotions.
Consent needs to be discussed. It needs to be fully
understood. It is a huge and
under-discussed problem on
Xavier’s campus.
For the next five weeks,

Make consent sexy:

As the #MeToo and Times
Up movements have shifted
the national conversation toward supporting survivors of
sexual assault and believing
their stories, they have also
brought out a whole crop of
“concerned” men. Questions
like “How am I supposed to
flirt with girls now?” and
comments like “It seems like
everything is sexual assault.”

Riley Head is a sophomore Philosophy, Politics and the Public and
Gender and Diversity
Studies double major.
She is the Arts and
Entertainment Editor
for the Newswire from
Louisville.

So I am going to answer all
of these questions with a very
simple answer: consent.
Consent is defined as necessary, sober, explicit, on going and freely given.
I have been at Xavier for
almost two years now. In my
short time on this wonderful campus, I have made new
friends, gotten involved in a
variety of clubs and learned
how to navigate college academics. But I have also
learned that a lot of people
here don’t know what consent
is. I have heard a huge number
of shockingly wrong answers
to the question “What qualifies as consent?”
I have heard gut-wrenching
stories of people dealing with
the sorrow and confusion that
come with not knowing if they
even gave consent or not—a
sexual experience that happened to them instead of with
them. I think there is a lot of
misinformation even though
the answer is shockingly clear.

the Newswire will be featuring
a series on all of the necessary components of consent
in sexual relationships. Each
week will be a new topic, covering necessary, sober, on going and freely given consent.
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Bluiett reaches 2,000-point mark

BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Staff Writer

Today’s era of college basketball does not lend itself
to 2,000 point scorers as frequently as days of old. In this
day and age, the majority of
the players who are talented
enough to score 2,000 points
in their collegiate career find
themselves playing professionally before they can ever
cross that threshold.
Recently, there was an exception to that trend. Last
week against Marquette, senior Trevon Bluiett nailed a
jumper from the elbow in the
second half to accomplish
that feat.
He joined Byron Larkin,
David West, Romain Sato and
Tyrone Hill as the only Musketeers to score at least 2,000
points. He scored 408 points
his freshman year, 512 points
as a sophomore, 665 in his junior campaign and has racked
up 429 so far this season.
There was rampant speculation at the conclusion of last
season that Trevon would not

ed out of the gate and never looked back. They ripped
off 51 points in the first half
and had at least a 90 percent
chance of winning the game
for the majority of the contest.
Markus Howard was a major thorn in the side of Xavier
throughout the first half, but
the problem for Marquette
was that he was the only one
producing any offense. He
scored 24 of the team’s 33
first half points.
On the other side for XaviNewswire photo by Sydney Sanders
7UHYRQ%OXLHWWEHFDPHMXVWWKHÀIWKSOD\HULQSURJUDPKLVWRU\WRUHDFK er, the guard play was exthe 2000-point milestone in last Wednesday’s win against Marquette. tremely impressive. Quentin
be returning to fulfill his final could happen.
Goodin and Paul Scruggs
year of eligibility. Instead, it
Xavier underwent a tough combined for 25 points and
was assumed that he would stretch of games during the went 4-5 from beyond the
enter the professional ranks.
latter part of December and arc. That is the kind of perIn late May, Bluiett an- into early 2018, but it seems formance that will pay signounced on Twitter that he to have rectified a lot of those nificant dividends for Xavier
would be donning a Xavier issues. Wednesday’s game come NCAA Tournament
uniform for one final sea- against the Golden Eagles time.
son in hopes of leading his was one of the most dominatGoodin and Scruggs are
team to another outstanding ing performances of the year both considered below-averMarch. If the Musketeers against a stout team that took age shooters, so their abiliplay the way they did against Villanova to the wire only a ties to stretch the defense and
the Golden Eagles last week, few days later.
knock down perimeter shots
there is a good chance that
The Musketeers explod- will open up driving opportu-

Stapleton places second in the 800 meter in
Bloomington; Orner happy with teams’ races

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Junior Grant Stapleton (middle) placed second in the 800 meter run
with a time of 1:55:89 at the Gladstein Invitational in Bloomington, Ind.

BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s
track teams had successful
outings the past two weeks at
the Gladstein Invitational in
Bloomington, Ind., and at the
Thundering Herd Invitational in Huntington, W.Va.
On the women’s side, senior Madeline Britton posted a first-place finish in the
3000 meter run with a time
of 10:05.50 at Gladstein.
Freshman Jenna Clayworth finished fourth in the
event with a time of 10:07.84
while senior Allison Sinning
finished seventh with a time
of 10:12.26.
The women also had a
sixth-place finisher in the
5,000 meter run in freshman
Jennifer Prial. She finished
with a time of 18:05.35.
“(Prial’s)
performance
stands out because she
dropped 54 seconds off her
previous best performances
in the 5,000. She had a solid

winter of training (and) executed her race plan to perfection,” head coach Ryan Orner
said.
Senior Sarah Clark finished eighth in the 800 meter
run with a time of 2:24.36.
The men’s team had three
top 10 finishers of its own,
with junior Grant Stapleton
highlighting the day.
His second-place finish in
the 800 meter run with a time
of 1:55.89 was the best finish
for the men.
Senior Zachary Polk finished fourth in the long jump
with a distance of 22’ 7.” Junior Chris Taylor also finished in the top 10, placing
10th in the 200 meter dash
with a time of 23.03.
At the Thundering Herd
Invitational, each team had
four top-10 finishers.
For the women’s team,
Sinning placed fifth in the
3,000 meter run with a time
10:10.89, her personal best
for the event.

Prial also finished in the
top 10 in the 3,000 meter run
and posted a personal best
time of 10:20.15.
Sophomore Jane Onders
and freshman Amanda Cusimano finished sixth and
eighth in the 5,000 meter run
with times of 18:21.00 and
18:23.78, respectively. The
time was a personal best for
Cusimano.
On the men’s side, Taylor
finished fourth in the 60 meter dash with a season-best
time of 6.96 seconds.
Polk finished fifth in the
long jump with a distance of
22’ 1.75”. Stapleton finished
fifth in the 800 meter dash
with a time 1:54.57, a personal best.
Senior Grayson Jenkins
finished fifth in the one-mile
run with a time of 4:20.04,
also a personal best.
Overall, Orner is happy
with the teams’ performances
this year.
He mentioned that the
teams have perservered after
several athletes were hit with
the flu virus in recent weeks.
“Although our times and
marks haven’t been up to
what we expect by this time
of the year, the team has competed really well,” Orner said.
“They’ve given 100 percent
regardless of how they’ve
felt, and the effort has been
there.”
Two meets are set to happen this weekend. One is the
Meyo Invitational at Notre
Dame and the other is the
Akron Invitational in Akron.
Three runners from the
women’s side, Clayworth,
Britton and Sinning will compete in the 5,000 at Notre
Dame.

nities for players like Bluiett
and J.P. Macura.
Freshman Naji Marshall
also had an impressive game
against the team from Milwaukee, scoring 10 points en
route to being named the Big
East Freshman of the Week
for the second time in the
month of January.
Bluiett’s 10th career double-double secured him a spot
on the Big East Weekly Honor Roll for the sixth time this
season. His 13 points and 10
rebounds helped lead Xavier
to an eventual 89-70 victory.
Then on Tuesday night,
Xavier survived a scare
against an upset-minded St.
John’s team. The Red Storm
are definitely better than
their winless record in conference play, and they have
posed formidable challenges
to the Musketeers twice this
year.
This time, Xavier did just
enough to come away with a
73-68 victory in Queens led
by a 14-point effort from Bluiett.

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

The women’s swim team won its meet at Wright State last weekend.
Sophomore Emily Saugstad won the 100 meter free stroke at the meet.

Women’s swimming picks up
victory at Wright State meet
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
It was a successful week
for Xavier swimming as both
teams finished second at the
Butler Invite. The women’s team also won a meet
at Wright State University,
while the men’s team finished
second.
“Butler was a really long
meet and our team did a great
job of staying focused for
each race,” head coach Brent
MacDonald said. “The team
camaraderie was finally where
we wanted it with amazing
team support throughout.”
The women’s team won 10
different events, including the
200 meter medley relay, 100
meter back stroke, 200 meter
fly, 50 meter free stroke, 100
meter free stroke, 200 meter
back stroke, 500 meter free
stroke, 100 meter fly, 200 meter individual medley and 400
meter free relay.
Emily Conners had a
standout performance, winning the 200 meter relay, 50
and 100 meter free and 400
meter free relay.
The men’s team won two
events, the 200 meter back
stroke and the 400 meter free
relay.

The Wright State meet saw
more success for the Musketeers, with the women’s team
winning 11 events compared
to two for the men’s team.
“Wright State was a little
more of a challenge for us, as
we notoriously do not swim
fast in their pool,” MacDonald said, “but we did a great
job of putting times aside and
just racing throughout garnering 13 first-place finishes.”
As far as standouts, MacDonald praised Emily Saugstad, who won the 100 meter
free stroke, and Alex Wolfred
for their performances.
“Emily Saugstad had been
fighting a really bad back injury first semester, and it has
been great to see her swim
fast this semester,” MacDonald said. “Alex Wolfred was
quite a racer this weekend,
winning the 200 and 500 at
the end in some very close
races.”
MacDonald
expressed
confidence in his teams moving into the last leg of the
regular season.
“We have a very deep team,
and I think that will really
serve us well at the Big East
Championships,” MacDonald
said.
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The steroid issue rains over MLB
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Opinion: The Hall should adopt a zero tolerance policy for all steroid users
BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
Four of the very best to
ever play the game of baseball were elected into the Hall
of Fame on Jan. 24. Vladimir
Guerrero, Trevor Hoffman,
Chipper Jones and Jim Thome
all will be formally enshrined
this summer.
And they should be. These
players were masters of the
game, from putting the ball
over the fence in big situations to getting the save when
their team needed them most.
Jones was a staple of the
Braves’ super teams of the 90s
and manned the hot corner in
Atlanta for his entire career,
an extremely rare occurrence
in modern-day sports. Thome
is one of nine people to hit
more than 600 home runs.
Guerrero is known as the
game’s best “bad ball” hitter,
drilling hits from pitches way
outside the strike zone. His
.318 career batting average
shows it paid off.
Hoffman was lights-out in
the 9th. His 602 career saves
are second only to Mariano
Rivera, who will be hall-eligible beginning in 2019.
You know what else these
guys have in common? They
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didn’t cheat. They didn’t use
performance-enhancing drugs
(PED) to be able to hit the
most home runs anyone’s ever
hit. They didn’t use PEDs to
throw harder than the rest of
the league. They didn’t use
PEDs to hit 68 home runs in a
single season.
It’s no secret that one of
the biggest question marks in
sports is whether or not baseball players from the “steroid
era” should be inducted into
the Hall of Fame.
These players include Barry Bonds, Sammy Sosa, Roger

Clemens, Manny Ramirez and
eventually Alex Rodriguez
when he becomes eligible.
There are several arguments that people have used
to allow these players in, and I
don’t believe any of them are
strong enough.
The first one is that Bud
Selig, the MLB commissioner
at the time these players were
doping, was inducted into the
Hall of Fame. So why can’t
these players?
This argument is baloney.
Maybe Selig did turn a blind
eye to doping or didn’t react

fast enough. But allowing one
flawed person in does not justify the induction of others.
Another argument I’ve
seen is that baseball didn’t
have any written rules about
doping at the time. So, if it
wasn’t wrong at the time, why
didn’t these players go around
bragging about it?
They would’ve been proud,
saying, “I found this new drug,
and it’s helping me play a hell
of a lot better.” Why would
they hide it in shame and do
everything they could not to
be caught?

If it wasn’t wrong, more
players would’ve gotten on
board and not think, “Hey,
maybe this is a bad idea and
I shouldn’t do it because it’s
wrong.”
At its core, baseball is a
game of rules. A pitch is either a strike or a ball. A runner is either safe or out. A ball
is either caught or dropped.
There is no gray area in-between. Those who cheated got
their rewards already, with
the cheering fans and records.
Baseball is our national
pastime. The MLB has been
around for more than 100
years. The Baseball Hall of
Fame includes not some of
the best baseball players, but
some of the best people who
ever lived.
Some of these players, like
Jackie Robinson, played important roles in U.S. history. To induct those who go
against these values would be
a dark moment in baseball history.
I hope that even in the
worst-case scenario that these
cheaters get into the hall that
their plaques end up like Barry Bond’s 756th home run
ball, laser engraved with an
asterisk.

Super Bowl LII preview: Pats vs. Eagles Sports
Xavier students share their thoughts on keys to the big game
Banter
BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer

The Philadelphia Eagles
and the New England Patriots
will face off in Super Bowl LII
on Sunday.
Both of these teams, for
a majority of the year, have
proven to be the best of their
respective conferences.
Representing the NFC
East, the Eagles cruised
through the regular season
with a 13-3 record.
Even with the best record
the NFL, it was not as smooth
as one might think for the Eagles to reach the Super Bowl.
Carson Wentz, the team’s
usual starting quarterback
and top MVP candidate, went
down with a torn ACL in
Week 14 of the season. This
forced backup quarterback
and journeyman Nick Foles to
step up into the starting role.
Foles has led the Eagles to
a 4-0 record, including two
playoff wins in his four starts
this year.
On the road to the Super
Bowl, the Eagles have defeated the reigning NFC champs
the Atlanta Falcons and the
Minnesota Vikings.
The Eagles were led by
their stellar defense, which
only gave up 17 points in two
playoffs games. With those
kind of numbers, there is no
question that the Eagles are
prepared to hoist the Lombar-

Photo courtesy of si.com

Tom Brady and Bill Belichick will play for their third Super Bowl victory
in four seasons when they face the Eagles on Sunday in Minnesota.

di Trophy.
Returning to the Super
Bowl yet again are the New
England Patriots. It seems no
matter what happens to the
Pats, Tom Brady and Bill Belichick always find a way to be
contenders for the Lombardi
Trophy.
Arguably their best offensive weapon behind Rob
Gronkowski is Julian Edelman, who tore his ACL in the
preseason but has since returned to the field.
Even with this obstacle,
the Patriots were still able to
cruise through the AFC with
a 13-3 record.
After rolling past the Tennessee Titans in the divisional round, they faced a hard-

nosed Jacksonville Jaguars
team in the AFC Conference
Championship game.
Brady worked his magic
and did Brady things as he
led the Patriots offense on a
comeback drive to advance
the team to their third Super
Bowl in four seasons.
Some Xavier students
shared their own perspectives
on keys to the game that they
believe will allow their team
to capture the coveted Lombardi Trophy.
Sophomore Casey Donegan, a lifelong Eagles fan,
thinks it will be very important for the Eagles to get their
playmakers in space. This will
help create short yardage situations for Foles.

“(The Eagles will need to)
get in third-and-short situations to help Foles advance the
possessions and to get Brady
on the ground as often as possible on the defensive side of
the ball,” Donegan said.
This will be a tough job to
ask, of course, but Donegan
believes that the team will
be well prepared for the task
ahead.
On the other side of things,
first-year James Record, a diehard Patriots fan from New
Hampshire, says the Pats need
to protect Tom Brady and the
supporting players need to
step up. Additionally, the Patriots will need to play team
defense.
“The Patriots need to have
the same breakout performance from him as well their
star pick up in the offseason of
Brandon Cooks,” Record said.
“Also, the backfield of
James White and Dion Lewis
will have to step up as well.”
He is confident that if the
Pats do their thing, they will
be leaving Minnesota with another Super Bowl Trophy and
that Tom Brady will solidify
himself as one of the most accomplished football players of
all time.
Two teams, one game and
one Lombardi Trophy are on
the line Sunday in Minnesota.
Tune in to NBC at 6:30 p.m.
to catch the action and see how
it all unfolds.

Indians get ROBbed
MLB Commisioner Rob
Manfred recently announced
that the Cleveland Indians
Chief Wahoo logo will be
removed from use effective
for the 2019 season.
Catch me if you can
NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodell has expressed his
concerns about the ambigious and controversial
“catch rule.” He wants to
make changes to the official
definition of a catch.
It’s just a proposal
CBS reported that representatives of the Big 12 Conference are pushing to draft
a proposal to change the
transfer rules for athletes.
The proposal would allow
athletes to avoid sitting out a
season if a postseason ban is
dealt to their former school.
MLB or NSA?
The MLB is reportedly going to begin recording dugout phone calls to prevent
teams from stealing signs
from one another.
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Netflix predicts The End

Mark Salling, who played Noah Puckerman or “Puck,” on
Glee, died of an apparent suicide. He was found dead in a park
near his home on Tuesday. In December he pled guilty to possession of child porn. He had been sentenced to four to seven
years in jail, and he would have also had to register as a sex
offender. His sentence would have begun in early March.
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BY KATIE NICHOLS
Staff Writer
The Jonas Brothers broke up five years ago. On Jan.15 their
joint Instagram account was reactivated. Recently Kevin also
posted a picture of the three brothers on his account. Rumors
started up that the band might get back together. Nick shut
down these rumors Sunday night at the Grammys, telling
Ryan Seacrest, “There is no reunion planned.” However, he
did add, “but never say never.”

Ed Sheeran got engaged to girlfriend of three years Cherry
Seaborn. On Saturday, Ed posted a picture of them announcing the engagement. He proposed to her before the New Year,
but the two have known each other since high school. The
couple reconnected in 2015 in New York City while she was
working on Wall Street and he was on Broadway. They both
share a love for cats.

A new #MyCalvinsCampaign was released that featured
all of the Kardashian and Jenner sisters in Calvin Klein underwear, but Kylie was laying underneath a blanket. This has
fueled further pregnancy rumors about the youngest sister in
the famous family.

Only one woman won a major Grammy at the 2018 award
show. Alessia Cara took home the Grammy for Best New Artist. A hashtag was started in response to the male dominated
night: #GrammysoMale. SZA — the most nominated woman
in history — went home empty-handed. In response to the
backlash, Recording Academy President Neil Portnow said
that women need to “step up.”
3KRWRVFRXUWHV\RI70=FRP

Netflix has struck again
with the release of the dark
coming-of-age comedy The
End of the F*cking World. The
show, which consists of eight
20-minute episodes, follows
the exploits of British teens
Alyssa and James. Upon forming a relationship, the two
embark on a journey to escape
their dull town, bringing their
emotional baggage along for
the ride.
James is a self-proclaimed
psychopath searching for his
first human kill, which he
hopes Alyssa will provide. Alyssa is a student bored with
her cookie-cutter life and
missing her absent father. Together, the couple decides to
flee. Alyssa needs something
new and refreshing, while
James figures a small road trip
won’t interfere with his ultimate goal of murdering Alyssa. Along the way, the pair
is met with an assortment of
trouble resulting in them being pursued by the cops.

The show starts slow. The
first episode is not the kind
that hooks a person, and the
characters are not likeable
at the onset. Viewers will be
shocked by how brash Alyssa is. She is rude and doesn’t
immediately inspire sympathy.
James, too, is difficult to connect with because his thoughts
are constantly clouded by
plans to murder Alyssa.
As the show moves on,
however, both characters become more relatable. Aside
from backstories, the relationship formed between the
two primary characters makes
each more loveable. James and
Alyssa grow together, and in
the time they spend with each
other and the time they spend
apart, both characters unearth
something in themselves. By
the final episode, neither character is the same person they
were when the trip began.
This character development
is one of the best parts of the
series. If the characters are
too coarse at first, don’t give
up hope.
Not only are the central

characters outstanding, but
the series also puts a lot of
stock in its smaller roles. The
two main police detectives in
particular have a compelling
relationship. It is clear they
have a history, though what
happened between them is
never explicitly mentioned.
This makes for an entertaining investigative team, with
plenty of awkward exchanges.
Another one of the show’s
strong suits is its humor. The
series tackles a lot of major issues, but none of them
ever feel too heavy thanks to
the comedy. For something
dealing with so many serious
problems, the show manages
to remain fun.
Though the beginning may
be a bit off-putting, The End
of the F*cking World is an epic
show filled with crazy adventures and crazier characters,
and the story is a welcome
change from the standard teen
drama. If you’re looking for a
clever, imaginative comedy,
you’re looking for The End of
the F*cking World.

Blue Ivy Carter steals
the Grammy spotlight
Beyonce let her full mom
side show at the 2018 Grammys. A GIF of Blue Ivy quieting her parents’ clapping
quickly went viral. This image, paired with a photo of Beyonce glaring at Blue’s goofy
face, had the Twitter universe
going crazy. Jay-Z joined in
Blue’s meme spotlight when
he shared her snacks that
momma Beyonce brought.
Juice boxes and pretzels were
on the menu, straight from
her purse.
Amidst rumors of Beyonce
and and Jay-Z’s divorce, fans
of the power couple were
happy to see them out in full
family force. This is Blue Ivy’s
second Grammy appearance
and fans are hoping that her
presence will continue to be a
tradition.
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A beginner’s
guide to Fortnite

The Xavier Theatre Department puts on its
fifth show of the 2017-2018 season Feb. 2-4

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI3RO\JRQFRP

7KH IDQWDV\ ZDU JDPH LV UHPLQLVFHQW RI WKH Hunger Games VHULHV EXW
LQFOXGHVJXQV7KHJRDOLVWRVXUYLYHWKHHQWLUHPDSDQGEHWKHFKDPSLRQ

BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
Fortnite: Battle Royale has
taken college campuses by
storm as players battle each
other like the Hunger Games
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI;DYLHU7KHDWUH
until there is only one man left
7KHWKHDWUHGHSDUWPHQW·VÀIWKSURGXFWLRQIRUWKHVFKRRO\HDULVDVDWLULFDOFULWLFLVPRIWKH7UDLORI
standing. If you just found
7HDUVWLPHSHULRGRI8QLWHG6WDWHVKLVWRU\7KHSROLWLFDOPHVVDJHLVÀWWLQJJLYHQWKHFXUUHQWSROLWLFDOFOLPDWH
out about this free-to-downBY HANNAH SGAMBELLONE bar, complete with a live band marred with the blood and load game on both Xbox and
in the corner. The set sur- sacrifices of others.
PS4, here are some tips to get
Staff Writer
rounds the audience, seated
What Bloody Bloody does you started.
After the mania of Ham- on benches and picnic tables so well is balance its attack.
'RQ·WMXPSRXWRI WKHEXV
ilton that’s swept Broadway throughout the room. Every- Rather than place the blame right away at the start! Tons
throughout the last two years, where you look, political and on a single political party, his- of players do this, and it’s a
it seems ridiculous to learn band posters line the walls, torical figure or ideology, it really easy way to get yourthat there is another, more news articles and costume casts the blame for the Amer- self killed before you’re even
controversial American figure pieces are littered throughout ican genocide of the Native out of the top 90.
at the center of another, more the room and bright lights Americans on all of us. The
:KHQ \RX GR EDLO RXW
controversial genre-bending and fog extend to every cor- foundations of racism, elitism don’t open the parachute unmusical. But where Hamil- ner of the performance space. and entitlement that America til the game forces you to. The
ton is gentle in its criticisms
The cast is there, too -- still bears in the shadow of players who reach the ground
of the Founding Fathers and throughout the entire show. Andrew Jackson are embed- first get the best loot.
celebratory of modern Amer- Led by a courageous and cha- ded in the performance at ev6SHDNLQJ RI  ORRW WKLV LV
ican diversity, Bloody Bloody rasmatic Josh Carandang in ery turn, but the humanity of the color-coded system to
Andrew Jackson drives a South the titular role, the ensemble Carandang’s performance as describe how rare an item is.
Park-style skewer through cast blends modern influences Jackson delightfully compli- Generally, the rarer a weapon
an oft-overlooked period in and 19th-century values with cates our expectations.
is, the more damage it will do
American history.
remarkable energy and depth.
It confronts us with our to your opponents.
Andrew Jackson, his life and
Annie Mayer’s choreogra- history, our problems and
oGray=Common
what will become the Trail phy fills the tight space with the people at their base. Most
oGreen=Uncommon
of Tears are at the center of energy and precision, and importantly, whether you’re
oBlue=Rare
this confrontational, energetic Skiles’s knack for powerful tucked into the bleachers
oPurple=Epic
and shockingly funny musical. stage images blend the chaos or seated in the front row, it
oOrange=Legendary
The material is tough, but di- of the script into an emotion- won’t let you look away.
7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWKLQJ
rector Stephen Skiles handles al, hilarious story.
Performances are com- to know about this game is
the story with grace.
Bloody Bloody Andrew Jack- pletely sold out. Call the Xavi- that the map size decreases peThe performance takes son is tough to watch. It’s hard er Box Office at 513-745-3939 riodically. The map may start
place in a blackbox-style the- to reflect on being an Amer- to join the waitlist. Perfor- out huge, but a minute into
ater, but the room has been ican when our history is so mances run February 2-4.
transformed to look like a dive

Have you seen Zac?

the game, you will be warned
to get into the increasingly
smaller circle. It doesn’t make
you do it right away, but if
you get caught in “the storm,”
you will start to lose health
until you die.
0LQHPDWHULDOV:KDWVHWV
Fortnite apart from other battle royale games is its Minecraft-like mining system. Almost everything on the map is
made from either brick, wood
or steel. These materials are
helpful because if you are running in a wide open field with
no cover, you can essentially
build your own protection.
'ULQN DV PXFK VKLHOG SRtion as possible. Your health
will dwindle fast if you don’t
find some.
:KHQLQGRXEWMXVWEXLOG
up. If you’re one of the last
people in a small circle, one
of the easiest things to do
when you run out of cover is
build your own personal Empire State Building. Be careful,
though, because if you fall off
there’s a chance you might die.
There you have it, the basics on how to try and stay
alive to win your first royale.
Remember, it’s just a game,
and the world isn’t going to
end if you get “360-noscoped”
from across the map in the top
five. Keep a level head while
playing.

The new Ted Bundy movie staring Zac Efron is being filmed in Cincinnati. Here are
some locations he’s been seen frequenting.
3HSSHU3RG'LQHU
First Baptist in Ft. Thomas

Clermont County Jail

Lebanon Correctional
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SNACKTIME SHOW

JESSICA GRIGGS
Chief Editor
Disregard the sports, entertainment and commercials. The food is what will make or
break your Super Bowl Sunday. The caf dishes out some pretty tasty yummies every
year for this quintessential American event, but in case you don’t have a meal plan or
would rather avoid the lines, here are a few easy recipes to try at home or in your dorm
(utilize that common kitchen space!) that won’t deflate your excitement.
Eagles
Philadelphia
food
nachos
advertisement

Cocktail Weenies
INGREDIENTS

1 cup BBQ sauce
(any BBQ sauce)

DIRECTIONS

Stick it all in the slow cooker, stir it up and
let it cook for a couple hours on LOW.

2 16 oz. packages

Recipe

Super bowl
football
touchdown
Patriots
Boston

cocktail weenies
¾ cup grape jelly

Aries: This week will feel like it
keeps happening over and over and
over again. Groundhog’s Day much?
Taurus: You will become fast friends
with the person sitting two people
to your left at lunch.

Loaded Tater Tot Skewers
INGREDIENTS

probably means life is going to be sour.

Cancer: Yikes, you will get stuck on
the ski lift at the SAC ski trip.

Bag of tater tots

DIRECTIONS

Bake the tots according to package instructions, but leave the oven on after they’re baked.

8 slices of bacon,

Let cool for a few minutes, and then stick 6-7 tots

chopped (or just buy the

on each skewer. Place the skewers on a pan, sprin-

bag of bacon bits)

kle ranch seasoning over them, then the bacon

Recipe

Gemini: When life gives you lemons, it

Everyone loves these little snacky
tubes of meat, but a lot of people don’t
realize that one of the main ingredients is grape jelly. The smokiness of
the BBQ sauce combines amazingly
with the sweetness of the jelly to give
the weenies a little tang.
Personally, I prefer the cheddar
filled weenies (because who doesn’t
love cheese?) to add a little extra flavor.

and cheese on top. Stick them in the oven for an

Leo: Rule of thumb for this week:
say yes to everything (that isn’t dangerous), especially to dessert.
Virgo: The Super Bowl is your time
to shine as the nacho eating champ.
Kind of a cheesy achievement!
Libra: The magic 8 ball says you
should definitely not work out tomorrow (applies to all tomorrows).
Scorpio: You are financially stable

1 cup grated or shredded
cheddar cheese
1 tablespoons. ranch seasoning
Skewers

additional 10 minutes or until cheese is melted.
Tots, cheese, bacon and ranch. On a
stick. It doesn’t get much better than
this, folks, and not much easier either.
This recipe is also just a starting point
— add some BBQ, buffalo or sriracha
sauce to spice things up or literally
anything else that sounds yummy. The
possibilities here really are endless.
Recipe courtesy of madewithhappy.com

7 Layer Dip in a Cup
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

16 oz. can refried beans
1 packet of taco seasoning

2 tablespoons. of each ingredient in each cup in

Sagittarius: Take a moment to stop

1 cup guacamole

this order: beans, sour cream, guacamole, salsa

8 oz. sour cream

or pico, cheese. Then layer 2 teaspoons. toma-

1 cup chunky salsa or pico

toes, green onions and olives on top. Garnish

de gallo, drained if runny

with a tortilla chip on top. Makes about 8 indi-

1 cup shredded cheddar

vidual cups.

and smell the roses; while you’re at it,
smell your armpit too.

Capricorn: Take cover or you will
see your shadow this Friday!
Aquarius: It’s Wednesday my
dudes. Take a load off, change into
your comfy clothes and shed a tear
for the 379+ days since Vine ended.
Pisces: In order to feel most united
with your horoscope of two fish,
hydrate so you don’t die-drate.

cheese
2 roma tomatoes, diced
½ bunch green onions,
sliced
2.25 oz. can of sliced olives, drained
8 plastic tumblers

Mix the taco seasoning with the beans. Layer

This is a great recipe if you
want to look kind of fancy while
also not trying that hard. It’s vegetarian as is, but I would definitely brown some beef with the taco
seasoning before mixing it in with
the beans if you’re looking for
some extra protein or just really
like beef.

Tortilla chips
Recipe from the-girl-who-ate-everything.com

Recipe

enough to throw all your money into
buying Crocs for every day of the
week.

